
Warp Dyeing Techniques
There are different ways to colour the warp threads (the design that is threaded onto

the loom). With bespoke made fabric you can choose from the following:

A Hand Painted Warp
The threads are measured as if to go straight onto the loom but instead they are taken
for dyeing. The colours are painted on. This effect creates blocks of colour, these are
sporadic. 

Other Examples



A Skein Painted Warp

The threads are made into skeins (loop of threads). The colous can be hand painted or
dyed in vats of different colours. The effect is more subtle and often gives a 'tweedy'
look to the fabric. This is beccause the dyed skeins are measured into chains to go onto
the loom after dyeing: the colours are dispersed more evenly. 

Other Examples



Other Options
There are other options. The warp does not need to by dyed at all or it can be one
colour. Any of the techniques can be combined. Dyeing the weft will also impact the
overall look of a textile. Here are some other examples. 

Space Dyed Weft

A Plain warp with Clasped Weft (2 colours clasped together)



Other Options Cont.

Inlays, Beading &
Fringes



Questions

Have you found an inspiration starter?
Have you booked your slot?
How would you like the warp (threads that go on the loom) dyed?
(or not dyed!)
How would you like the weft (threads that get thrown in the shuttle
- side to side -) dyed?
Do you know which fibres you'd like? (you can have different warp
and weft fibres)
Would you like embellishments in your textile (inlays: additional
fibres added as decoration, beading)?
Would you like a fringe? 

 
Still have question?
No problem - send Georgina a message: I am happy to explain and give
guidance on your choices: georgina@featherandhay.com



Next Steps?
Find an inspiration picture, story - anthing that helps conjure the textile you want to
create. Get in touch with Feather & Hay (georgina@featherandhay.com) to book a
month for your bespoke textile to be made. A £100 deposit secures a place (bespoke
made textiles are usually booked many months ahead) then discussions can start about
designs with an estimate given once fibres, patterns, finishes etc. and have been chosen. 
Prices start from £100 per metre for a 30" width warp. 
Read more on the 'Commission a Textile' page. 
 

Want More Ideas?
Find Feather & Hay on:
Instragram
Facebook
Pinterest

www.featherandhay.com


